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· ALBUQUERQUE CONGREGATIONALISTS AND
SOUTHWESTERN SOCIAL REFORM: 1900-1917
MARGARET CONNELL SZASZ

AT THE TURN OF THIS CENTURY, Albuquerque, New Mexico had
emerged as a community of cultural contrasts and variation. An
important southwestern railway center, it was also gaining fame
as a health resort. Among its representative religious bodiesProtestant, Roman Catholic, and Jewish-the Congregationalists
were a small but well-respected group whose members were active
in community life. In the following two decades-roughly 19001917-Congregationalists and the Albuquerque community
encountered and dealt with some of the issues raised by the nationwide social reform movement. Their responses reflected their
unique circumstances and demonstrated that while in some
respects they were far removed from mainstream America, in
others they were surprisingly typical.

On the seventeenth of October, 1900, First Congregational
Church of Albuquerque celebrated its twentieth anniversary. In
the previous two decades it had grown from the original four
founders to 129 members. Like the late nineteenth-century town
of Albuquerque, it had come into being with the arrival of the
Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway.
In the spring of 1880, as the Santa Fe Railway was inching its
way across the territory, it carried among its passengers the Reverend Jacob Mills Ashley, an English-born Congregational minister who was moving his son from Kansas to New Mexico in the
hope of curing his consumption. CO!llpleting the last few miles of
the trip by stagecoach, Ashley and his son arrived in Albuquerque
on March 31, beating the railroad by six days. After settling his
son, who recovered partially and lived for two more years, Ashley
0028-6206/80/0700-0231 $2.20/0
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went to work as a missionary, a trade he had followed for almost
four decades. 1 Ashley's diverse ministerial experience, ranging
from England and Ireland to the American West, and his genuine
compassion soon earned him the sobriquet of "Father" Ashley. By
the fall of that year, Father Ashley and three other newly-arrived
Protestants had founded the first Congregational church in the territory of New Mexico.
Within a few months, this small nucleus of Congregationalists
determined to build their own place of worship. They chose a site
in New Town, securing two lots in the area known as the Highland
Addition, at the corner of what later became Broadway and Coal.
Lumber was put on the ground on the twelfth of March [1881],"
one of the founders recalled later, "and work commenced while
Brother Ashley was hustling around for the dinero."2 In April
1881, shortly after the building was dedicated, Ashley wrote to his
nephew in England: "This is the first protestant Church built in
this place. . . and there is not another Congregational in the Territory, which is larger than all England, Scotland, and Wales put
together. "3
New Town soon attracted other residents, who were drawn by
the multiple features of railway, mining, and a high desert
climate. It was not long before Anglo immigrants from the states,
largely from the Midwest, introduced the other main-line Protestant denominations. By the turn of the century Albuquerque
boasted a total of twelve churches, including three Roman
Catholic, eight Protestant, and "one synagogue. 4
The variety of cultures represented by the churches was echoed
in the unique environment of the community. As Judge William
Hazledine, attorney for the Santa Fe Railway, had forecast in the
April 1880 ceremonies for the arrival of the railroad: "Today the
new civilization of the east is brought into contact with the ancient civilization of New Mexico."5
Cultural contrasts dominated this southwestern community.
The town of Albuquerque, incorporated in 1885, shared little in
common with nearby Hispanic communities such as Barelas,
Atrisco, Old Town, and Martineztown. In Albuquerque, business
was conducted in English; in the surrounding communities, it was
carried on in Spanish. But the contrasts extended beyond surface
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differences. The older Hispanic residents of the area tended to
cling to traditions, whereas the newly-arrived residents of Albuquerque brought with them the change-oriented perspective of
late nineteenth-century America. "The Yankee is abroad in this
land," wrote one observer, "and he has come to New Mexico to
stay."6
For several decades Albuquerque remained a strange mixture of
old and new, of refined and bawdy, of sophisticated and provincial. By 1910 the town boasted, in addition to its churches, several
imposing structures, including the Pueblo-style buildings on the
University of New Mexico campus, founded in 1889, an Opera
House, and the renowned Alvarado Hotel, which local residents
described as "modern, up-to-date, and without doubt the best
hotel between Kansas City and Los Angeles."7 Despite these
refinements, guns were a common sight in town, and saloons,
gambling halls, and houses of prostitution abounded.
In 1900 Albuquerque was a boom town of 6,238 residents. B
Nearby communities swelled the urban population to about
10,000. The largest employer for this bustling center was the
railway. It had some 800 people on its payroll, many of whom
worked in the Santa Fe shops.9 Moreover, the railway also
. strengthened the town's well-established role as the leading
transportation center of the territory. Wholesale houses shipped
hides and wool, mining supplies, goods for Indian reservations,
and numerous other items, which flowed outward into the territory.
Another aspect of the town's economy was its growing renown
as a haven for consumptives. Albuquerque's reputatfon as a health
resort was strengthened by its moderate climate: its winters were
not as cold as those of Denver, and its summers were not as hot as
those of Phoenix. 10 By 1915 Albuquerque supported five tuberculosis (TB) sanitoriums, which led a local tubercular specialist to
remark that if a medication for the cure of TB were discovered, it
would ruin the town. I 1 Before the advent of sulfa and other effective drugs, TB brought numerous talented individuals to New
Mexico, including a number of Congregationalists. Photographer
William Henry Cobb, a Congregationalist, philanthropist Carrie
Wooster Tingley, who joined the church at a later date, historian
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France V. Scholes, and politician Clinton B. Anderson, just to
name a few, all became an integral part of this community.
Between 1900 and 1917, Congregationalists in the Albuquerque
community reflected the town's economy to some degree, but
theirs was not a mirror image. The hundreds of railway workers
went elsewhere to church. Less than ten percent of the men in
First Congregational were employed by the Santa Fe Railway.
Some members were active in wholesale businesses, and at least
one physician specialized in the cure of tuberculosis, but the
majority of Congregationalists were engaged in middle-class occupations. They were in business, teaching, other professions, and
skilled artisanry. 12
Among the businessmen, a few prominent names emerged.
Joseph C. Baldridge, owner of Baldridge Lumber Company, and
his family had joined the church before the turn of the century.
H. H. Bearrup, a church trustee, was president of the Rio Grande
Woolen Mills. An integral part of the extensive hide and wool industry, the Rio Grande mill recorded an annual output valued at
$180,000. 13 Two church members were well-known bankers:
Matt W. Flournoy, vice president of First National Bank and later
president of First Trust and Savings Bank; and William Bryce,
president of Albuquerque Federal Bank.
'
A significant number of Congregationalists owned or managed
their own business concerns. Albuquerque's wholesale businesses,
which included the largest wholesale houses in the territory,
attracted several members, who marketed a variety of products,
ranging from hay and grain, to hides and pelts and fruit and groceries. Others owned small businesses or shops that catered to
local residents. Names familiar to Albuquerqueans included Fox
Jeweler, Owl Drug Store (Charles McClanahan,prop.), KistlerCollister & Co. (James H. Collister), Farr's Market, Cobb Photography, and Lithgow Mfg. & Stationary Co. The appeal of these
businesses to the community was summed up by E. L. Washburn,
a Congregationalist who owned a clothing and furniture business.
Washburn's advertisement read: "Familiar Names and Familiar
Faces are a Guarantee of Upright Dealings." 14
Congregationalists attracted to the teaching profession included
one of New Mexico's most prominent early educators. Charles
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Elkanah Hodgin pioneered in the formative years of education in
the territory. By 1894, when he became a member of the first
graduating class of the University of New Mexico, this former
midwesterner had already served as a principal of the Albuquerque Academy (q private school directed by Congregationalists), as
founder and first president of the New Mexico Education Association and as first superintendent of public instruction for the Albuquerque public schools. In 1897 he moved from the latter position
to the University of New Mexico, where he began a long association with the state institution. Serving successively as Professor
of Pedagogy and Chairman of the Department of Education, as
dean and registrar, and finally, as vice president, he remained a
guiding figure at the university until his death in 1934. 15 His active involvement with First Congregational at this time spanned a
period of almost fifty years.
Other church members joined Hodgin on the faculty. Two
church organists, Mary Elizabeth Gilmore and Stanley Seder,
served in the university's music department in this period. Like
Hodgin, Gilmore had moved from the Albuquerque Academy to
the university. In 1900 she was Chairman of the Music Department. In 1901, Hodgin, Gilmore, and John Weinzirl, Vice Director of the Hadley Climatological Laboratory and Professor of Bacteriology and Chemistry-all Congregationalists-made up
almost one-third of the faculty at the university.
A scattering of dentists, physicians, skilled artisans, newspaper
workers, and employees of the railway and related industries completed the economic roster of Congregationalists in the decade and
a half before World War I. When these members attended worship
services or gathered for social events in the church, they brought
with them similar interests, similar backgrounds, and a common
concern for their community. Many had come from the Midwest,
where they were nourished in small farming communities, which
stressed traditional Protestant values. When they settled in the
Southwest, they sought to transfer this cultural heritage to their
newly-adopted community of Albuquerque.
Meanwhile, Albuquerque and its environs were changing rapidly. No aspect of this change was more noticeable than its
departure from the historical isolation of New Mexico. Unlike

Father Ashley. Courtesy of author.
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other isolated areas, Albuquerque and its neighboring communities illustrated the intermingling of mainstream America and
the Indian-Hispanic Southwest. More responsive to national affairs than rural New Mexico, Albuquerque by the turn of the century found itself joining forces with a singular, nationwide movement that would pull the town even further into the mainstream.
Between 1900 and 1917 Albuquerque and its Congregationalists
participated in the rise of the social gospel and the national movement for Progressive reform. 16
The social gospel emerged in response to the massive changes affecting American society in the late nineteenth century.. Aware of
the critical issues "arising out of the city and the factory," it focused much of its attention on the social problems of a newly
urban and industrialized society. 17 By the turn of the century, the
key challenge facing the nation's Protestant clergy was the search
for a Christian response to these issues.
The greatest successes of the Protestant clergy, as Winthrop
Hudson points out, were in the smaller commercial and industrial
centers. Like Albuquerque, these towns offered an alternative to
the anonymity of the city. Hence, in .these communities,
"employer and employee lived in somewhat close proximity,
patronized the same stores, sent their children to the same schools,
and frequently knew each other by name. . . ." But in the larger
industrial communities, the working-classes were "impervious" to
the message of the Protestant clergy: "It was not that the churches
had 'lost' these people; they never had most of them."ls
As the social gospel responded to the issues raised by an urban,
industrial nation, it released much of its energy through the channels of Progressive reform. Richard Hofstadter once described
Progressivism as "a phase in the history of the Protestant conscience."19 Nothing illustrated this theme more forcefully than the
use of biblical imagery in Progressive rhetoric. 20 At its convention
in 1912, the Progressive Party selected as its theme song, "Onward Christian Soldiers," and Theodore Roosevelt challenged his
supporters with the closing statement: "We stand at Armageddon
and we battle for the Lord. "21 While moral commitment to social
causes did appear later in the century-for example, in Franklin
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Delano Roosevelt's speeches and in the crusading commitment of
the 1960s-it was the Progressive years that witnessed the
triumph of the "evangelical ethos" in American life. 22
In this brief period before World War I, the message of the
social gospel permeated American politics, economics, and society. It took the form of concrete political accomplishments, including the Pure Food and Drug Act, the federal income tax,
Theodore Roosevelt's conservation measures, and the Eighteenth
and Nineteenth Amendments to the constitution. It also found its
way into local politics, chiefly through municipal government
reform. It appeared in the actions of individual social workers,
such as Jane Addams, who provided compassionate assistance to
urban immigrants through institutions such as the famous Hull
House of Chicago. Finally, it occurred under the direct or indirect
auspices of the churches themselves, through the urban-based institutional church, which provided a wide range of social services,
such as employment agencies, reading rooms, legal aid, medical
assistance, and forums for discussion. 23 The mood of reform
engendered by the social gospel affected all of American life during the Progressive period.
On the national level, Congregationalists were among the earliest of the denominations to participate in the social gospel. Their
long tradition of reform, dating back to antislavery days, was
strengthened through their close association with the liberal ideas
of the early nineteenth century. Moreover, their independent
policy granted individual churches the freedom to explore new
ideas. 24
At first glance the southwestern community of Albuquerque appeared to have been far removed from urban social gospel concerns. Albuquerque was neither a large city, nor an industrial
center. Hence, those conditions which led to the emergence of the
social gospel did not exist here. N<;metheless, early in the twentieth
century the quickening mood of social reform found its way to
New Mexico and the Rio Grande Valley, and left its stamp upon
both Congregationalists and community.
Here the impact of the social gospel was expressed primarily in
two areas: prohibition and concern for education. Both of these
areas echoed the national reform movement, but they also retained a distinctive southwestern flavor.
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No issue of social reform provided a stronger link between the
Albuquerque community and its churches than the temperance
crusade. Prohibitionists blamed alcohol for several related sins. A
popular Minneapolis pastor of this period referred to the liquor industry as "the 'mother' of gambling and prostitution,"25 and indeed, New Mexicans viewed the industry in precisely those terms,
During the 1917 campaign for statewide prohibition, the Albuquerque Evening Herald warned that liquor was the cause of
crime and pauperism; disease; and incompetency and inefficiency
in business. Moreover, it cautioned that liquor was the enemy of
education, the foe of religion, and the destroyer of happiness and
prosperity. 26
Many interest groups echoed these sentiments in the long fight
to achieve prohibition in New Mexico. The battle, which lasted for
over three decades, succeeded because of its broad base of power.
The common goal of prohibition led to an alliance among
temperance organizations; church groups; politicians; and, in the
final years of the battle, the press. One of the unique features of
this alliance was the support of the Catholic populace,
The earliest group to campaign in the territory was the
Woman's Christian Temperance Union, a national organization
founded in 1874. New Mexico's first WCTU was organized in
1885, when Frances E. Willard, well-known reformer and national WCTU president, traveled to Albuquerque where she
helped establish a local union. Albuquerque's union began in the
small adobe building housing the Menaul Presbyterian Church.
The first territorial WCTU president, Mrs. Evelyn B. Snyder, was
a Congregationalist and wife of well-known attorney, Karl A.
Snyder. In three years, Evelyn Snyder helped boost membership
from fifteen to seventy-five and encouraged the formation of
unions in Santa Fe, Las Vegas, and Cerrillos. She was succeeded
by Reverend Mary J. Borden, a Congregational minister, who
spent the next thirty years traveling around the territory by wagon
to conduct meetings and encourage the "White Ribboners." On
several occasions she also had to fend off threats from "liquorites." Others who supported the WCTU in its pioneering
years included Reverend Thomas Harwood, well-known
Methodist missionary, and his wife, Emily Harwood. 27
In 1895 the national work of the WCTU was reinforced by the
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formation of the Anti-Saloon League, which added a political
dimension to the crusade. When the first Southwest Anti-Saloon
League was formed in 1905, it included both New Mexico and
Arizona. Within four years, however, the territories haq formed
their own leagues. A Methodist minister, the Reverend James I.
Seder, served as New Mexico's Anti-Saloon League superintendent
from 1909 to 1915. One of Seder's primary targets was the Hispanic population. In 1914, he reported significant success in
Mesilla, where Father P. J. Murphy "did splendid service" in
securing an overwhelming vote of 200 to 3 in favor of local prohibition. 28
Most of New Mexico's main-line Protestant denominations supported both the WCTU and the Anti-Saloon League. The boards
for these groups were inter-denominational in character.
Moreover, the separate denominations formed their own committees to encourage the temperance effort.
The prohibition goal, however, was complicated by New Mexico's diverse population, which encouraged a wide spectrum of
feeling on the subject. The militant Southern Baptists, who had
settled the eastern part of the territory, were determined to make
the Pecos Valley "dry." Other pockets of strong prohibition sentiment had developed in the San Juan Valley and in Mountainair,
but they were interspersed among the "wets." Mountainair was
acknowledged by a well-known temperance author as New Mexico's "cradle of Prohibition."29 Located on the eastern flank of the
Manzano Mountains, this community was settled by midwesterners in the late nineteenth century. Shortly thereafter, the
Methodist Episcopal Church sent Reverend R. E. Farley, a young
missionary, to serve as pastor to the community and its surrounding area. Farley also became superintendent for the Mountainair
Chautauqua, a summer school and religious encampment center.
By 1910, when New Mexico's constitutional convention was
held, the temperance groups and their supporters were sufficiently
organized to push for a .prohibition article in the proposed constitution. Unfortunately for the "drys," the liquor industry was
well represented by perhaps as many as fourteen of the one hundred delegates attending the convention. The chairman of the
committee on liquor traffic was a wholesale liquor dealer from
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Albuquerque. Clearly this was not a propitious time for the forces
of prohibition, and the decision on a proposed county prohibition
article in the constitution failed by six votes. 30
But the battle was not over. For the prohibitionists, it had just
begun. In the ensuing seven years, they carried their struggle
throughout the state. During this final period of the campaign,
Albuqu~rque proved to be one of the most widely-divided communities in the state. As recently as 1907 Albuquerque had been a
wide-open town. It was not until December of that year that the
territorial legislature brought an end to New Mexico's twenty
years of legalized gambling. The demise of gambling left two
issues of morality for Albuquerqueans to resolve: alcohol and prostitution. To Reverend J. W. Barron, a Congregational minister, the
strength of these commodities led him to wage a two-year cam-.
paign against the "wickedness" he found rampant in the community.3J
As the popularity of prohibition increased, a number of communities, such as the Southern Baptist strongholds of Roswell and
Carlsbad, and eventually, entire counties, chose to become "dry,"
but a vocal group in'Albuquerque vehemently defended the city's
"wet" status. They argued that economic reasons prevented the
city from prohibiting alcohol. Each year the city taxed saloons
(and, before 1908, gambling houses) as well as "the elegant
establishments of Albuquerque's 'red light' district, then
segregated on North Third Street."32 This money was used to support the city government and also for the city's very popular territorial fair, which attracted visitors from the entire Southwest.
From 1910 to 1917 Albuquerqueans debated these issues. On
more than one occasion, the Congregationalists invited in Methodist James Seder, the Anti-Saloon League superintendent. On
"Temperance Sunday," a special day often proclaimed during this
period, the Presbyterians avowed their support, and the Congregationalists prided themselves in the fact that nearly all of the Sunday School signed a temperance pledge. 33 Ecumenical efforts
among the churches included union rallies for prohibition and the
formation of a ministerial alliance which fought the re-election of
Democratic Mayor D. K. B. Sellers in 1914.
Sellers's re-election effort brought to the surface the rumblings
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of discontent over prostitution and alcohol. In a campaign in
which the opposing sides were labeled the "blue noses" vs. the
"red lights," the reformers succeeded. Despite opposition of the
Albuquerque Morning Journal, the Republican candidate, David
H. Boatright, defeated Sellers. 34 Boatright's political fortunes
lasted for only two years, however. In 1916, Democrats successfully attacked his brief record, partially on grounds that he
had not kept his campaign pledges of eliminating the "red light"
district or enforcing liquor laws. 35
In the summer of 1916, shortly after the mayoral election, the
Congregationalists sent the Reverend Josiah H. Heald, well-known
Southwest missionary and Congregational leader, to a temperance
convention in Mountainair. A member of the headquarters committee of the Anti-Saloon League, Heald had been active in the
prohibition effort for several years. Hence, he had been a witness
to the ecumenical nature of the movement. The 1916 convention
that he attended marked the first anniversary of the New Mexico
Submission Federation. Founded a year earlier during the 1915
Mountainair summer Chautauqua, the Submission Federation
assumed the responsibility for the final campaign to submit the
question of constitutional state-wide prohibition to the people.
The formation of the Submission Federation epitomized the
cooperative nature of the prohibition movement. An umbrella
organization, its strongest supporters included main-line Protestant denominations. At this time, however, these groups represented only about 16 percent of church membership in New Mexico. 36 Support of the Roman Catholic populace, as Reverend Seder
had discovered earlier, was crucial. Awareness of this need led the
Submission Federation to introduce a sophisticated bilingual campaign that attacked the state by county, town, and precinct. Success depended heavily on the support of priests and other Roman
Catholics who sought to ensure the important Hispanic vote. 37
The state prohibition vote of November 6, 1917, marked the
culmination of the federation's campaign. Joined in its ecumenical
efforts by powerful politicians, such as Governor Washington E.
Lindsey, a Portales prohibitionist, and Bronson Cutting, later, a
United States senator, and by local newspapers, such as Cutting's
Santa Fe New Mexican, and the Albuquerque Morning Journal
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and Evening Herald, the combined impact of these pressure
groups led to a prohibition victory at the polls, The election
returns showed that the state favored prohibition by 28,732 to
12,142, one of the widest margins of the nation. 38 All counties,
with the exception of Taos and Rio Arriba, voted dry. "Prohibition carried the day," wrote the Albuquerque Evening Herald,
after the election. "All four of the districts swept for the amendment. "39 The Presbyterians voiced the ecumenical concern by concluding that the vote "served notice on all the liquor forces that
there would never be any reversal of the verdict."40 Within less
than a year, on October 1, 1918, the state would go "dry," thus
opting for one of the strongest goals of the Progressive period, and
pre-empting the national ratification of the eighteenth amendment
to the constitution.
Concern for education formed the other major link between
Albuquerque and the national reform movement. And here, too,
the Congregationlists played a major role. By the early twentieth
century, Congregationalists had carried their traditional interest
in education into New Mexico, where they adapted it to the unique
needs of the Southwest.
Since the Puritan experiment in colonial New England, Congregationalism had been synonymous with education. "Educational leadership," as Henry May once suggested, "was part of
this group's proudest heritage."41 As descendants of New England's Puritans moved west with the frontier across the northern
tier of states, they founded institutions of learning from Massachusetts Bay to the Pacific Ocean. On this frontier they were
meeting their own educational needs-those of a people who carried with them a tradition of learning.
As clusters of these pioneers broke off from the main westward
movement and emigrated to the Southwest, they met a totally new
set of circumstances. Settling in an Hispanic environment which
placed little or no emphasis on formal schooling, except for training for the priesthood and private tutoring for children of the
wealthy, the newly-arrived Anglos founded local schools such as
the Albuquerque Academy. Established in 1879, the Albuquerque
Academy began as a cooperative venture between Colorado Col-
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lege, a Congregational institution, and a local board of trustees. A
year after it had held its first classes in Old Town, the Academy
was adopted by the New West Education Commission. 42 The New
West Commission, founded in Chicago in 1880, represented a
nucleus of Congregationalists who were disappointed in the decision of the New England-based Congregational Church not to extend its educational work into the Southwest. From 1880 to 1894,
when it merged with the Congregational Education Society, the
New West Commission supported schools in Utah and the Southwest. 43 In New Mexico and Colorado it was responsible for three
additional academies, at Santa Fe (1878), Las Vegas (1880), and
Trinidad (1880), plus a number of schools in smaller villages.
By the early 1890s, when legislation provided for public schooling in New Mexico, the New West Commission had served as one
of the pioneers in New Mexico education, working side by side
with Methodist and Presbyterian educators, all of whom sought to
fill the gap in learning that existed in the territory.
The rural schools that Congregationalists established in this
period paralleled those Presbyterians and Methodists founded. By
the early twentieth century, Presbyterians enrolled some 2,400
Hispanics, who attended about twenty Presbyterian day schools.
Others were students in the two Presbyterian boarding schools,
Allison-James School, in Santa Fe, and Menaul School, in Albuquerque. 44 Methodist schools were attended by 340 Hispanic
pupils. The Methodist Episcopal Church maintained fifteen rural
day schools and two boarding schools in Albuquerque: the Albuquerque Boys Biblical and Industrial School (formerly, the Albuquerque College; later known as the Harwood Boys School), and
the Harwood Girls Home. 45
By contrast, the Congregationalists supported only six rural
schools with a combined enrollment of 500 pupils. When denominational membership is taken into consideration, however, these
statistics are thrown into a new perspective. Shortly after the turn
of the century, the number of Presbyterians in the territory totaled
about 2,500; the Methodists, about 1,400; and the Baptists, who
maintained one short-lived school in the territory, also about
1,400. 46 The Congregationalists, however, numbered only about
300 members in the territory. Thus, Congregational concern with
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education had led to a unique condition, wherein Congregationalists in the territory were outnumbered by the Hispanic
pupils in their rural schools.
Congregational, Presbyterian, and Methodist concern for rural
schooling extended well beyond the turn of the century. The
public school legislation of the 1890s, which led to the gradual
phasing out of private schools in towns of any size, had little immediate effect in rural areas. In the 1890s, for much of the territory, public schooling was only a distant prospect. When Congregationalists turned in this direction, they were filling a real
need. Perhaps in so doing they were reflecting attitudes similar to
those which prompted urban churches elsewhere in America during the social gospel period to establish classes and programs for
immigrant children.
South and west of Albuquerque, a number of small Hispanic settlements had served for many decades as outposts for the larger
Rio Grande communities. During the 1880s, the railroad made
these villages more accessible, but they were still rather isolated.
The New West Commission selected several of these communities
as school sites.
In January 1895, Mrs. Lizzie A. Collings, a Congregational
teacher, moved from Albuquerque to one of these settlements-the
small village of Cubero, located at the base of Mount Taylor. Lizzie Collings had come to Albuquerque about the time that the
Congregationalists were moving into their first church in New
Town. In 1881, she served as clerk for the church and became the
thirteenth member in December of that year. In the fall of 1892,
she began teaching at the Albuquerque Academy, remaining on
the faculty into the 1890s. During these years she found it convenient for her daughter, Laura, to attend the academy.47 When the
academy closed, Mrs. Collings may have been looking for a new
direction in her life. At this point the directors of the school at
Cubero, which had been kept open intermittently since 1884,
when it was begun through Father Ashley's influence, offered her
a job as teacher and principal.
Cubero, like the other villages in this area, had been on the far
western rim of Spanish settlement, virtually in the heart of
Cebolleta Navajo country, when some sixty families had founded

Above: First Congregational Church, 1915-1916. Below: Mission
School at Cubero, 190 I. Courtesy Special Collections, Zimmerman Library, UNM.
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it in 1835. Earlier settlers in the area had been driven out by the
Navajo in the late 1700s, and in the intervening years the Rio
Puerco Valley recorded a history of raiding and war between
Navajo and Spaniard. 48 When Lizzie Collings arrived, she found a
people who were very poor but who were eager for schooling for
their children.
After months of working and living in a "badly lighted, inconvenient and unhealthy building," which was so poorly constructed that she had to rely on an umbrella whenever it rained,
Lizzie Collings finally acquired a new building and an assistanther daughter, Laura. In the late 1890s and darly 1900s, the two
women struggled hard to teach the fifty or so ichildren and to provide an indirect influence on their families. Tliey were encouraged
with the results. After six years, they reported: "The deportment
and recitations of the pupils would be a credit to pupils
anywhere. "49
Despite Cubero's isolation the two teachers maintained close
ties with other mission workers through the communication network that bound Southwest Congregationalists at the turn of the
century. Mrs. Collings often appeared on the program of the annual meetings of the Congregational Association of New Mexico,
discussing a variety of topics ranging from "Practical Temper-_
ance Work" to "The Records and Results of our Spanish Educational World, "50 By 1908, the Collings' school at Cubero and the
five other mission schools maintained' by the Congregational
Education Society welcomed a long-awaited opportunity. That
year marked the first time that they could send their graduates to a
boarding school in Albuquerque for secondary education.
The Rio Grande Industrial School, founded south of Albuquerque in 1908, was the Hispanic successor to the Albuquerque
Academy. Like the Presbyterian Menaul School and similar
Methodist institutions, it was established for Hispanic children
from rural areas such as Cubero, where secondary public schooling was not available, The Rio Grande School filled a gap in New
Mexico's educational system for twenty-four years, from 1908 to
1932. In its first year, the school provided room and board for
twenty pupils, but by 1914 it had more than doubled its enrollment. 51 With an industrial and academic curriculum similar to
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that offered in the federal government's Indian boarding schools
during this period, the Rio Grande School survived by means of a
stringent budget and student sharing of the work load. The rationale for student work echoed the logiC used at the nearby Albuquerque Indian School: it saved money; it provided "character
development"; and it taught an appreciation for the value of
work. As a promotional pamphlet for the Rio Grande School
counseled: "Accuracy and carefulness and faithfulness . . . require cultivation. . . . Another thing which requires cultivation
is respect for the dignity of labor and an appreciation of the fact
that work is not a misfortune but an opportunity."52
The Rio Grande School served as a highly visible experiment for
Albuquerque Congregationalists. Here was an opportunity for
them to view the results of their deeply-rooted concern for the
value of education. Hence, the church had many ties with the
school. Groups within the church raised funds for scholarships
and new facilities. Members occasionally gathered at the school
for Sunday picnics and services. In the spring, they honored the
graduates with a special serviCe. Moreover, the enthusiasm for the
Greater Sunday School movement, popular among local Protestant churches in this period, led the Congregationalists to offer a
special Sunday school taught in Spanish for Rio Grande pupils.
Reverend Heald procured Spanish Bibles for the class through the
American Bible Society. 53 Probably the greatest enthusiasm for
the school, however, was shared by Laura Collings, her mother,
and the other Congregational teachers in the small, rural mission
schools. In 1915, Laura Collings wrote to Boston: "We are very
much delighted this year with our representation in the Rio
Grande Industrial School. Not only hav~ we some of our own
pupils there, but we have some there that we hope will have strong
characters in the years to come. . . ."54
Education and temperance were probably the strongest direct
outlets for Albuquerque's Congregationalists in the social gospel
era. In both fields, Congregationalists, despite their relatively
small numbers, were in the forefront of the Protestant effort to
achieve reform. In urban, industrial America, Protestants sought
to reach out to laborers, immigrants, and the poor through the in-
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stitutional church and groups such as the Salvation Army. In
Albuquerque, less than 200 Congregationalists adapted the national reform mood of the social gospel to the unique needs and
circumstances of New Mexico. While they participated in the battle to achieve prohibition, they saw schooling as their greatest concern. Hence, it was in the field of education that this handful of
Congregationalists made their most enduring contribution to New
Mexico.
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